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What is Crowdsourcing and gig economy?
And it’s not a large number of geeks gathered together for shopping...

Crowdsourcing

- Crowd + Outsourcing

- Obtaining services from a large open group

- Ideal for industry approach - benefit / level playing field

Gig Economy

- Independent contracting as opposed to staff employment

- Temporary jobs

- Ideal for specialist functions



How we have done it for 400 years?
It has worked so far....

- From the early days of marine insurance –
Always been a need for a marine surveyor, to assess 
damage in support of underwriters

- Relationship, relationship, relationship

- Do we get the best / right man on the job?

- Do we pay the right price? 



The tools of the future
Can the marine surveying industry benefit?

- Digitalisation is changing the world around us

- At the same time, the traditional experienced surveyor 
is retiring

- Time for some disruption?

- Imagine.....

- Transperant procurement process 

- Efficient and effective sourcing of surveyors

- Matching capabilities 

- Save on surveyor cost

- Standardization of reporting

- Performance rating



150+ 

Surveyors
10% of the

H&M market 





- Open platform for matching clients with marine surveyors globally

- Community for surveyors/surveying companies

- Survey requests (location, type of survey and time) dictate which surveyors will be 
presented to the client

- Compliance check/screening of surveyors before activation

- No access to survey reports, which is proprietary, between the surveyor and the client.

- Based on the application – evaluation and assessment made of each surveyor based on 
uniform set of criteria – ultimately leading to a level 1 – 5 competence

- Quality delivery from the Community is pivotal - RATING function integrated on the 
platform. 
After each survey, surveyor rated on 5 items (timeliness, communication......)

- Surveyor sets own indicative/offering rate, but final rate subject to agreement with client

- Fully EU GDPR compliant 
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